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1. Introduction 2. Principles of the Act

3. Council Forums

• openly and transparently;

• with a high level of accountability to their community;

• efficiently and effectively;

• with due probity and integrity;

• acknowledging relevant community input;

• with all available information and professional advice; and

• with the fullest possible participation of elected members

9 The Act establishes ordinary, special and committee meetings
Each council must decide the meeting structure it will adopt
within the legal framework for it to achieve the most efficient
and effective decision-making proc~ss, It is a legal requirement
that all decisions made on behalf of the local government are
to be made at meetings called and convened under the
provisions of the Act

10, In addition to ordinary and special meetings, elected members
can meet as a committee, membership of which may vary in
number from three to all members of council Committees can
discuss matters and make recommendations to the cound! or, if
given delegated authority by the council, can make decisions on
its behalf Acouncil does not need to have committees and can
have all matters presented to it directly for decision A recent
trend has been for coundls to abolish the system of standing
committees or limit the number and/or range of committees and
adopt a forum approach,

2

3

4

Over recent years many local governments have introduced
procedures that allow elected members and officers to meet and
discuss matters relating to the operation and affairs of their local

government outside of the formal council meeting framework
This has been done through an informal meeting process that has
been given a range of titles including briefing or information

sEssions, workshops and corporate discussions, For the purposes

of this guideline the term ''forum'' will be used to encompass

such meetings

The forum approach has allowed the ordinary meeting of council
to focus on the decision-making needs of the local government
Many local governments that have adopted the forum process in
preference to standing committees claim that it has led to better
informed elected members and a more efficient and effective
decision-making regime., This guideline is designed to assist those
local governments that do conduct forums by listing appropriate

procedural and behavioural controls The adoption of such
controls should reassure the community that the council
decision-making mechanisms are accountable, open and

transparent

Local government forums range from one-off events discussing a

particular issue through to regUlar, structured meetings, albeit
not convened under the auspices of the Local Government Act

1995 (the Act) This guideiine is intended to address those forums

that are held on a regular basis

While acknowledging that regular forums are invaluable and
legitimate the Department advises that the conduct of such has
generated complaints regarding the potential for a reduced level
of transparency in the decision-making process and hence a
reduction in accountability to and involvement by the
community It is essential that local governments need to make a
clear distinction between forums and the formal debate and

decision-making process

7

8

Part 5 of the Act sets out the framework whereby elected
members meet as the governing body for the purpose of
decision-making on behalf of the local government

It is an intention of the Act that councils conduct business and
make decisions:

5

6

It is recognised that local governments may conduct other
sessions or workshops which would include items such as team
building exercises, strategic planning workshops and community
input forums It is not intended that these guidelines would
necessarily be applied to such sessions, but some of the
suggested procedural controls may have relevance

Issues relating to council forums that are addressed in these

guidelines include:

• accountability;

• openness and transparency;

• probity and integrity;

• authority for the presiding person;

• participation by elected members and staff;

• proposals under Town Planning Schemes;

• formulating management documents; and

• forums immediately prior to an ordinary meeting of council

11 local government forums range from a once-only event to
discuss and explore a particular issue, a number of sessions to
address matters such as a specific project or the compilation of a
report for internal or external use, through to forums held at
regular intervals with a consistent structure and objectives

12 Regular forums run in local governments exhibit two broad
categories which we have titled agenda and concept. They are
differentiated by the stage of development of issues which are
discussed by elected members and staff The two types are
described below along with the variations in procedural controls
and processes suggested for each

:J 1 Concept Forums

13 Concept forums involve elected members and staff meeting to
propose, discuss and formulate philosophies, ideas, strategies
and concepts for the development of the loca! government and
the district. Such forums often involve projects that are in the
early planning stage and are some time away from being
presented to council for decision tn discussing such issues, staff
are looking for guidance from the elected members as they
research the matter and draft the report. Elected members and



staff are also looking to present ideas and concepts for future 4. Principles Governing Procedural and
consideration. If the response is favourable staff can proceed

Behavioural Controls for Forumswith their research and eventual report on the matter

14 Examples of the type of issues concept forums may cover 19 Local governments that conduct forums or are considering doing

include: so have the right to implement a forum system that best suits
their needs The principles and associated procedures set out

• current matters of a local or regional significance; below, if adopted by local governments when conducting forums,

• matters relating to the future development of the local will ensure that all requirements of accountability, openness and

government; transparency are satisfied,

• significant revenue-raising requirements or expenditure 20 The identified principles and associated procedures are
accountability, openness and transparency, probity and integrity,

needs;
authority for the chair and meeting notification Each of these is

• the development of internal strategic, planning, management explained below
and financial documents; and

Accountability4 .. 1
• development of the selection criteria and performance

21 The Act requires that ordinary and special council meetings andobjectives for the Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
committee meetings that have delegated authority must be open

\5 Behind closed doors and in a relatively informal manner are the to the public Most local governments also open committee
two notable characteristics of concept forums. Holding such meetings even where there is no delegated authority This
meetings behind closed doors is justified In that many of the openness allows the community to view the decision-making
ideas and concepts are preliminary and while looking for that process from the time an issue is first presented to elected
creative gem some may be extreme, expensive or impractical members through to the final decision
and never adopted" Discussion on such proposals in a public

22 There must be no opportunity for a collective council decision or
forum would be counter-productive Privacy and informality

implied decision that binds the local government to be made
allows elected members to propose ideas, ask questions and

during a forum
discuss issues for the better understanding of those in
attendance. Such forums assist individuals to become better 23 Agenda forums should be for staff presenting information and

informed and to clarify their views elected members asking questions, not opportunities to debate

" The privacy and informality of concept forums also has pitfalls
the issues. Acouncil should have clearly stated rules that prohibit

16 debate or vigorous discussion between elected members that
including the risk of neglecting proper standards of probity and could be interpreted as debate. Rules such as questions through
Jublic accountability Over time, participants can become too the chair and no free-flowing discussion between elected
familiar, and therefore more lax, with the procedure and members should be applied
purpose of the meeting Unless procedures are adopted and

24 If there is minimum debate in the ordinary meeting because therigorously applied to these forums, there is a danger that
collective or collaborative decisions may be made, implied and elected member attitudes have been established through the item

otherwise being thoroughly canvassed in the agenda forum then the
community is denied the opportunity to witness any debate and

32 Agenda Forums understand how the council reached its decision. Other concerns

For proper decision-making, elected members must have the
relate to elected members agreeing on movers, seconders and/or

17 amendments Such an approach must not be allowed by the
opportunity to gain maximum knowledge and understanding of council whether the agenda forum is open or closed to the public
any issue presented to the council on which they must vote It but a closed forum will almost certainly generate a perception by
is reasonable for elected members to expect that they will be the community of secret meetings where the decisions are made
provided with all the relevant information they need to beyond public scrutiny
understand issues listed on the agenda for the next or following

Councils, when considering conducting closed forums, need toordinary council meetings The complexity of many items means 25

that elected members may need to be given information consider their reasons for justification against the likely damage

additional to that in a staff report and/or they may need an to their public standing from the perception of secrecy Apolicy

opportunity to ask questions of relevant staff members Many that the forums will generally be open to the public will make a
significant contribution to the community perception of councillocal governments have determined that this can be achieved
accountability. Aclearly delineated distinction between agenda

by the elected members convening as a body to become better
and concept forums is important for these reasons

informed on issues listed for council decision. Such assemblies
have been termed agenda forums. It is considered they are 4.2 Openness and Transparency
much more efficient and effective than elected members

Asignificant strength of local government is the openness andmeeting staff on an individual ba'sis for such a purpose with the 26

added benefit that all elected members hear the same questions accessibility of its processes to the community In conducting
forums each local government should make a conscious decision

and answers
to promote the community perception that it embraces the

18 To protect the integrity of the decision-making process it is concept of openness and transparency Therefore, whenever
essential that agenda forums are run with strict procedures appropriate, forums should be open to the public



43 Probity and Integrity 5. Particular Issues of Concern In

27 The legislation provides that in ordinary meetings the Forum Process
and committee meetings elected members must

34 There are a number of concerns relating to thedisclose conflicts of interest and exclude themselves
from proceedings where they have a financial

content and conduct of forums These are set out
below, Councils need to be aware of these and take

interest
action to overcome the concerns if such apply to

28 Disclosure in forums is a matter of ethics, The them
disclosure requirements only apply to meetings that

5.1 Dealing With Proposals Under the Townare convened under the provisions of the Act. Elected
members can legally participate at forums without Planning Scheme

being in breach of the legislation even where they 35 The discretion available to council when making
have a clear financial interest or conflict of interest decisions under the Act is not always available when
Such participation is ethically unacceptable and is making decisions under town planning legislation
clearly at odds with the probity and accountability When a council is dealing with town planning
principles of the Act and codes of conduct It is matters, it does so under the powers conferred by the

essential that councils adopt standards for forums State planning legislation. Council assumes the role of

that stipulate that disclosure rules applying to a planning authority (ie Western Australian Planning

meetings constituted under the Act also apply at all Commission) and an elected member the role of a

forums. Disclosure should lead to an individual planning commissioner., Council is not only

departing the forum constrained by the conditions of its Town Planning
Scheme but also by the relevant State Acts

4.4 Authority for the Chair
Decision-making in town planning matters requires36

29 Many councils have established a forum process the decision-maker to maintain a high degree of
wilhout specifying how the forums should be chaired independence from the process leading up to the
and what authority the chair is given to control decision being made The elected member needs to

proceedings In some local governments, the CEO be in a position of being able to make his or her

chairs the forums in certain circumstances This decision after taking into account the relevant and

latter approach is not supported because it confuses material facts and circumstances as presented to all

the roles and relationships established in the Act fellow elected members These same comments apply

It is recommended that the mayor or president or, if
whether councils do or do not work with specialist

30.. planning committees Elected members need to be
appropriate, another elected member, chairs all wary of involvement in the lead-up process to a
forums that involve elected members. Properly certain decision, especially as a sole agent or member
managed forums rely on strength and leadership of a small group and being subjected to information
from the chair. Therefore, a forum's chair should be from the developer or parties associated with the
supported by established rules similar to the standing developer. This may be interpreted as reducing the
orders that apply to formal meetings independence of the decision-maker"

4.5 Meeting Notification 37 Councils will often have briefings relating to

The provisions of the Act are designed to ensure that
development issues and these are important in terms

31 of the elected members becoming fully informed on
members are given timely notice of, and information the matter on which they have to vote, The nature of
for, council and committee meetings, Formal the decision means that briefing sessions involving
provisions do not apply to forums but the principles planning matters should be conducted with the
remain the same Adequate notice needs to be given strictest of rules There should be no implication of
of the time, location and content of the forum debate between elected members; the session should

32 The forum process is most successful in those local primarily involve information being given by the

governments where f~rums are held on a regular relevant officer and other parties with questions from

basis such as on the alternative weeks to the the floor directed through the chai~ In cases where

ordinary council meeting (where they are held
an elected member has relevant information on a

fortnightly) or a week before the ordinary council
development matter to be conveyed to the meeting, it

meeting By setting the dates for forums well in
must be done through the chair so that all decision-

advance, elected members, staff and the community
makers are privy to that information.

can plan for their attendance 5.2 Formulating Management Documents

33 Forums that are organised without adequate notice 38 Many local governments prepare their management
or a proper agenda are often poorly attended and documents, such as budgets, principal activity plans
inefficiently run, This will be detrimental to the and policy manuals, through a forum process In
purpose of the forum many cases this involves a number of forums to

"



which all elected members are invited and the public meeting, While a pre-meeting forum provides the
are excluded, Such forums are not set up under the opportunity to inform others of the potential problem
auspices of the Act There are no formal decisions it would be preferable to raise the matter with likely
made as in due course the documents are adopted at concerned parties such as the presiding member, CEO
a formal meeting of council. Nevertheless, as the and reporting officer much earlier than immediately
forums proceed and the document is developed, some before the meeting, Early advice will give those
issues are included, some are discarded and others concerned the opportunity to undertake action to
may need further research by staff If records of the address the identified problems
matters discussed at the forums are not kept,

42 It is recognised that with many local governments,development stages of the documents will be
especially those that are in rural locations, the timinguncertain and hence any orderly progress inhibited
of the pre-meeting forum is understandable in thatAdditionally, the process may lack accountability and
the elected members can only get together once athe probity of elected members and staff could be
month because of travel time and they need anchallenged Change of membership of the group by .'.

either staff or elected members would again place opportunity to discuss issues with the freedom of a

doubt on the validity of the process forum

Amore suitable procedural process for the 43 After consideration of these issues, it is recommended39
that if a council determines that the only timedevelopment of management documents would be

the formal establishment of a committee under the available for a forum is prior to an ordinary council

Act with that assigned purpose. Although the meeting and it is to be dosed to the public, then it be

committee meetings, if no power or duty has been established as a concept forum and reference to the

delegated to the committee, are not reqUired by forthcoming agenda should be prohibited unless a

legislation to be open to the public, the integrity of special circumstance is conveyed to the presiding

the process is protected by the legislative requirement member" An example of a special circumstance would

for the agenda and minutes to be available for public be information additional to, or contradicting the

inspection. Such committees, upon completion of staff report which is likely to lead to non-adoption or

their assigned task(s), could be wound up or significant variation of the recommendation and it

reconvened the following year when the task was has not been possible to convey such information at

again required Examples would be a committee an earlier time Adoption of the concept forum

reviewing standing orders and a "Budget Committee'~ approach means elected members needing additional

The former would be wound up upon submission of information or explanations from staff on

its report to council. The "Budget Committee" would forthcoming agenda items will have to make

be an ongoing but occasional committee which would alternative arrangements to meet their requirements

meet each year from (say) March to early July Some 44 The adoption of such rules on pre-meeting forums
committees could have a select and limited should be conveyed to the public. Advice of the
membership whereas others (such as the budget conducting of such a forum and its general content
committee) could include all elected members at the ensuing ordinary meeting will reinforce the

Forums Immediately Prior to an Ordinary
openness and accountability of council

5"3
Meeting of Council

40.. Some local governments hold forums immediately 6. Forums that Incorporate Both
prior to ordinary council meetings Anecdotal Concept and Agenda Items
evidence suggests that in discussing the agenda of

45. Many local governments will run only one forum andthe forthcoming meeting at such forums implied
decisions may be made, This familiarity with the it will cover both agenda items to be addressed at the

issues and known attitudes can lead to debate at the next council meeting and wide-ranging concept

ordinary coundl meeting being stifled or non-existent issues, It is suggested that the different requirements

much to the chagrin of the public who are not privy of the two types are recognised and they be

to the earlier discussions, Forums held immediately categorised as such in the forum agenda. The most

prior to ordinary council meetings cause more important aspect is that the presiding person apply

complaints of secret meetings and predetermined appropriate procedures regarding debate and

decisions than any other type of forums discussion between elected members when agenda
items are being covered

41 Pre-meeting forums may be beneficial where an
elected member has additional or alternative 46 Such forums should also be open to the public

information to that contained in a staff report which
may be controversial or cause problems within the 7. Model Procedures for Forumsordinary meeting at the time the item is discussed
Certainly, it is an advantage for the CEO, council and 47 Before introducing, or continuing with forums,
particularly the presiding member to be aware of councils have a responsibility to weigh carefully the
potential problems in the forthcoming ordinary risks as well as the benefits associated with such a
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File Number !vIANI27

MINUTE S

ALBANY WATERFRONT REFERENCE GROUP

Date:
Time:
Vellue:

MOllday 29 March 2004
10.00am
City ofAlballY
Mercer Road Chambers

Members
Mr Peter Watson MLA - Chairman
Mr Brad Williamson - Albany Port Authority
Cr Roland Paver - City Council rep
Cr Milton Evans - City Council rep
Mr Maynard Rye - GSDC
Mr Geoff Findlay - DPI Regional Services
Mr Phil Shaw - Fisheries WA
Mr Ian Lunt - Recreational Boating Rep
Mr John O'Neil - (ACClnominee)
Mr Graham Kennedy - (Albany Maritime Advisory Committee nomination)

Executive (Non-voting)
Mr Jon Bettink - Albany Boat Harbour Project Manager
Mr Jon Berry - Manager, Economic Development, City of Albany

1.0 OPEN

The Deputy Chairman opened the meeting at IO.l5am

2.0 APOLOGIES

Mr Peter Watson MLA
Mr Phil Shaw
Mr Graham Kennedy
Cr Roland Paver

"



3.0 MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING

Moved: Cr Miltoll Evalls
Secollded: Mr Johll O'Neil

THAT the minutes of the Albany Waterfront Reference Group
meeting held on 08 March 2004 be confim1ed as a true and accurate
record of proceedings.

CARRIED

4.0 UPDATE FROM PROJECT MANAGER

The Project Manager Mr Jon Bettink provided an update on the plaooing works being
undertaken to date principally by DPI (marine infrastructure) and GHD (land use concept
plaooing), He indicated good attendances at the public forums, which had provided significant
community input to the development of the draft concept plan, which will be considered by
COur1cil at its April meeting for broad public cormnent prior to formal adoption,

Members were advised that Mr Michael Murphy from GHD will also present a briefing to
Councillors on Tuesday 30 March 2004 at 5.30pm to seek direct feedback from the elected
members on the draft concept and also to profile other marina developments that Mr Murphy
had been involved with interstate and overseas.

5.0 ISSUES FOR COUNCIL CONSIDERATION

51 Endorsement of Draft Concept Plan for Public Consultation

Jon Bettink tabled a report to members of the Reference Group (copy attached)
including a recommendation that the reference group recommend to Council that it
endorse the draft concept plan and undertake a thorough commur1ity consultation
program before adopting the plan,

Members discussed a suitable approach could include:-
public forums with displays of the concept at accessible venues such as the
Albany Plaza,
a random survey of residents within the City of Albany utilising the services of
an independent market research consultant who would undertake questionnaire
design and analysis of results and ensure anonymity, It was agreed that survey
respondents needed to visualise the concept therefore a written survey with
plans and text was the most effective methodology to contain costs yet receive
valid and meaningful responses, A survey of 1000 residents from the City of
Albany rates database was suggested as a suitable random sample size,
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a printed insert of the concepts placed in local newspapers circulating
throughout the district, with an opportunity for the public to respond to the
concepts presented.
Direct mail surveys to special interest groups such as progress associations and
community groups was also suggested so that groups could have an opportunity
to consider the concepts with supporting information.

Moved: John O'Neil
Seconded: Maynard Rye

THAT Council endorse the Draft Concept Plan r (GHD 12/13 March 2004), as
amended, as a Final Draft Concept Plan for the purpose of developing a Draft
Structure Plan and associated text and that these plans be subjected to:-

(a) Public Forums;
(b) Printed inserts in local newspapers seeking public submissions;
(c) A Community Survey conducted and analysed by an independent market

research professional using randomly selected residents2 within the City
of Albany, and;

(d) A survey of community stakeholders

and completed by 28 May 2004

J Copy aI/ached to minlltes ofAlbQl~v Walelfronl Relerence Grallp in the Elecled
Member' Report/fnlonnatian BIIl/etin)
2 Using the City a/Albany's Rates Database to generate an electronic random!y
':ielected sample ojAlbG1~Y resident property owners and Homeswest tenants

AND

THAT the results of the community consultation and market research be referred
to Council for its consideration at the OCM 20 July 2004.

CARRIED

6.0 OTHER BUSINESS

7.0 NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be held on Monday 21 51 June 2004 at the GSDC Office, to
consider community consultation results before making further recommendations to
Council's 20 July Ordinary meeting

8.0 CLOSE
The Deputy Chairman closed the meeting at II JOam
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WATE FRONT

PROJECT MANAGER'S REPORT TO ALBANY WATERFRONT
REFERENCE GROUP MEETING OF 29 MARCH 2004

ITEM 5.0 - ISSUES FOR COUNCIL CONSIDERATION

ENDORSEMENT OF DRAFT WATERFRONT CONCEPT PLAN FOR
PUBLIC CONSULTATION

FileIWard

Proposal/Issue

Subject Land/Locality

Proponent

Owner

Reporting Officer(s)

Disclosure of Interest

MANl27 (Frederickstown Ward)

To consider the Draft Concept Plan
(DCP) developed by GHD and DPI
Consultants for marine and land based
development at the Albany Waterfront
The DCP was developed from a
summary of input from Public Forums
and submissions. The Albany
Waterfront Reference Group will
consider a recommendation that Council
endorse the DCP, with any alterations or
amendments, so that a Final Draft
Concept Plan can be prepared for
development of Precinct Plans for public
consultation and the Public
Environmental Review processes.

Albany Foreshore, east ofthe York
Street projection south, west ofthe Port
and south of Princess Royal Drive.
Refer Locality Plan attached.

Great Southern Development
Commission and Department for
Planning and Infrastructure in
partnership with the City of Albany.

Crown Land

Project Manager, Albany Waterfront
(.T.Bettink)
Manager Economic Development
(.T. Berry)

Nil



Previous Reference

Summary Recommendation

Attachments

Locality Plan

j

2

OCM 2609.2000 Item 11.16
(FFG recommendation)
OCM 16122003 Item 143.2

(Appointment of Consultants)
OCM 16.32003 Item 18.1
(Consideration of Short-stay
accommodation

That the AWFRG recommend to
Council that it endorse the Draft
Concept Plan for the Albany Waterfront
for preparation of a Draft Structure Plan,
Draft Precinct Plans and accompanying
text, for further public input and
consultation

Draft Concept Plan as shown at Public
Forum No.3., 12 and 13th March,
amendments to be made to this plan
relate mainly to:
• Short-stay accommodation

location, situation and extent.
• beach access for servicing and

recreational use,
• emphasising pedestrian and cyclist

paths and the footbridge on and
off ramps positioning,

• achieving leasable floor area while
maintaining parkland, car park and
set back requirements; and

• road widening of Princess Royal
Drive (to dual carriageway).

At81fl!Y )OI...r~~F~I·

-= .. - '£!5:!ffIL~=!'.llfi'!

PRlNC£SS ROYAL
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BACKGROUND

I. The Albany Boat Harbour and Waterfront Development project is
aimed at:

a) Providing a protected harbour primarily for commercial fishing
and tourist vessels and larger recreational vessels not otherwise
catered for;

b) Creating a waterfront development which physically extends and
COlUlects the Albany Central Business District to Princess Royal
Harbour; and

c) Enhancing the attraction and utilisation of the foreshore, to
visitors and the district community,

2, The project has State Government Funding allocations over four years
(200212003 to 2005/2006), with 200412005 and 200512006 being the
designated years for capital works construction. The total project,
including preliminaries management and design has been allocated
$12,7m, The principal components are a breakwater, berths and pens
and serviced lot development on the foreshore. A connecting
footbridge has been costed and submitted as an application for State
Governnlent consideration of addition to the Project budget

3. The harbour and waterfront is to be managed, maintained and operated
by a public authority, There is no proposal at this stage to create
freehold land. The land development will consist of marine industrial,
business and commercial and parkland precincts, details of which will
be developed with public consultation, by the Planning Consultant

4. The City and its cOlllil1Unity have indicated support for the project as
an outcome from considerations for the project in 2000, It is this
support which led to the funding allocation. The need for a protected
harbour close to the Central Business District and a means by which
the waterfront could be incorporated into the business and public
activities of the Albany Central Business District, was highlighted in
the consultation process,

5. The Project Manager engaged by project partners (Department for
PIarming and Infrastructure, the Great Southern Development and the
City of Albany), is co-ordinating the Project from planning through to
concepts, approvals and to construction, The Project Manager reports
to a Management Steering Committee composed of officers of the DPI,
City of Albany and the Great Southern Development Commission.
The manager's role will be to co-ordinate the Consultants and public
consultation toward producing full construction tender documentation
that has achieved environmental approvaL

6. Consultants GHD Pty Ltd, (DPI) Department for Planning and
mfrastructure, Wood & Grieve Engineers (WGE) and DAL Science
and Engineering (DALSE) were conditionally appointed by Council in
December 2003 to prepare Concept and Precinct Plans, conduct a
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Public Environmental Review and to prepare detailed design plans and
tender documentation for land, harbour and coastal development at and
a<ijoining the Albany Foreshore at Princess Royal Drive, east of York
Street.

7. GHD Pty Ltd and DPI had the initial task of preparing Draft Concept
Plan Options with advice from WGE and DALSE. Public and
departmental input received via Public Forums held November 2003,
February 2004 and March 2004 and by public contact. The Draft
Concept Plan Options were consolidated into a Draft Concept Plan by
GHD for City of Albany consideration. Public input was also invited
through the Albany Waterfront website. Advertising for DCP input
was circulated in the local newspapers, at the Public Forums, at the
Albany Plaza, at GSDC and City offices and on the website
www.albanywaterfront.com.au.

8. The plarming consultant (GHD) has amended the 12 March Draft
Concept Plan, considered under this report.

9. The amended plan reintroduces short stay accommodation as a
potential land use, together with retail and commercial uses in the
precinct west of the Albany Town Jetty and east of the Anzac
Memorial Park land. Heights of 1, 2 and 3 storey are also suggested,
the latter in selected locations that do not impact on view lines. Short
stay accommodation and the 2nd and Jrd storeys require particular
Council attention in view of Resolutions made 26 September 2000.
The support of Council (16th March 2004) for the short stay
accommodation was qualified by limiting the development to that
defined in TPSNolA but excluding self-contained units. This
limitation suggests a hotel type of development would be appropriate
to consider for further public consultation and review.

10. The City controls development by means of the Town Planning
Scheme No.lA; in this case (Albany Waterfront) under the Foreshore
Development Zone. Development in the FDZ requires the preparation
of Precinct Plarls to determine land use and plarming and building
conditions Submission of Precinct Plans the City is preceded by the
Draft Concept Plan now being finalised. The Precinct Plan undergoes
a process of:

o Finalise Draft Concept Plan.
o Prepare Draft Precinct Plans.
o Advertise The Final Draft Concept Plan and Draft Precinct Plans

and conduct independent market research using a random survey
of Albany residents to assess support or otherwise of the draft
plans presented

o Conduct other consultation initiatives such as newsletters and
advertising.

o Submission to Council of Draft Precinct Plan addressing public
input.
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• Advertising 21 days - statutory.
• Consideration of submissions by Council.
• Amendment of Precinct Plan by Council..
• Re-advertising if required.
• Re-consideration, if required.
• Further amendment, if required.
• Council Approval.

1L The Precinct Plan becomes a TPSNoJA Policy and development in the
Foreshore Development Zone and must then proceed along those lines.

STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS

12. There are no statutory requirements relating to this item.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

13. There are no direct policy implications on Council. However,
consideration will need to be given to the eighteen point resolution of
26 September 2000, should outcomes of the Draft Precinct Planning
Process conflict with these

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

14. The Project will have a number of financial implications when
implemented. The adoption of the Draft Concept Plan for development
of a Draft Structure Plan and Draft Precinct Plan for public
consultation purposes has no direct financial impact. Funding for
public consultation is held by Council in the original amount of
$270,000 for Consultancies in the Planning and Concept phase of the
project. Public consultation undertaken is part ofthe planning phase.

These funds were sourced from:

•
•
•
•

City of Albany
Department of Transport and Regional Services
Department for Planning and Infrastructure
Great Southem Development Commission

$50,000
$70,000
$90,000
$60,000

15. Expenditure over the amount will be drawn from the funding allocation
for the project to the Great Southem Development Commission for
2004/2005 year, when State Treasury has an allocation of $4.345m.
This includes expenditure on the use of market research and
community survey consultants, required by Council in the public
consultation process for the Draft Precinct Plan
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16. The City has already indicated its support for the ABH and Waterfront
Project at its meeting of 26 September 2000. The resolutions seek to
have a development that minimises or has no impact on Port activities.

17. A Memorandum of Agreement, signed by the City, GSDC, DPI and
the Premier on the 10 December 2002 sets the framework for the
partnership between the City of Albany, the Great Southern
Development Commission and the Department for Planning and
Infrastructure as to the roles and responsibilities of each organisation
with regard to project management The operational and management
arrangements for the Project will be jointly prepared by the City of
Albany and Department for Planning and Infrastructure, in association
with the Great Southern Development Commission.

18. The Project will provide a safe protected space for commercial vessels
in the fishing and tourism industries and a facility for larger
recreational vessel. The Project will include land development
adjacent to the townjetty to transform the southern end of the city into
a marine precinct, visually, physically and commercially com1ected to
the CBD.

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS

19. A vibrant and viable foreshore and protected harbour will attract
visitors and local families, industry and business to the Albany CBD.

COMMENT/DISCUSSION

20. The Draft Concept Plan is strictly that It is the pre-cursor to more
detailed plam1ing to be expressed in Draft Structure and Precinct Plans.
Just as the Draft Concept Plan was developed from three Public
Forums (November 2003, February 2004 and March 2004),
Management Steering Committee, Albany Waterfront Reference
Group, Council and regulatory authorities input; so the Draft Structure
and the Draft Precinct Plans will be created from a public consultation
process.

21. The Draft Structure Plan and Draft Precinct Plans, when formed, will
undergo an extensive public consultation process. These plans will
show substantially more detail than does the Final Draft Concept Plan.
The public input will influence what detail is to be recommended for
inclusion in the Precinct Plan and Structure Plan report to Council.

22. The public consultation process will be by:

a) A manned display - Public Forum No.4, Draft Structure Plan and
Draft Precinct Plans, with appropriate text ar1d notes. Attendance
and submissions will be invited by public advertisement,
newspaper insert and by direct contact with persons previously
expressing an interest in the Project
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b) A community survey, by sending out a professionally prepared (by
independent market survey consultant) questionnaire that will
provide informed and statistically correct feedback on aspects of
the Draft Precinct Plan, The recipients of the questiOlmaire will be
randomly selected and the feedback analysed to provide a
statistically derived cross section of community views,

23, The questionnaire will cover all choice/optional aspects of the Project
with particular attention to the accommodation issue,

24, Results of the survey and the other forms of community consultation
will be considered by the Management Steering Committee, and
referred to Council via the Albany Waterfront Reference Group, The
outcomes will be important to the finalisation of the Business Plans
being prepared by the DPI in relation to the end manager of the marine
and land components ofthe Albany Waterfront

25, The AWFRG is to recommend that Council endorse the Draft Concept
Plan, and the proposed general amendments, so that the Albany
WaterfTont may proceed into the next phase of planning and public
consultation,

DRAFT COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION

THAT the AWFRG recommend to Council, it:

1. Endorse the Draft Concept Plan (GHD 12/13 March 2004), as
amended, as a Final Draft Concept Plan for the purpose of
developing a Draft Structure Plan, Draft Precinct Plans and
associated text and that these plans be subjected to a Public
Forum and a commnnity survey conducted by an independent
market research professional using randomly selected residents
within the City of Albany.

AND

2. That the results of the public forum and market research be
referred to Council for its consideration.

Moved:
Secollded:

........................................" .
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